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ABSTRACT 

Appliances used in commercial and industrial 
networks, being very sensitive equipment, are 
affected by voltage sags. Information about 
sensitivity is normally presented in time/voltage 
graphs, where the voltage is of a constant 
magnitude. This is not the case when distributed 
generation (DG) is involved, where due to the 
distributed generator disconnection the voltage 
magnitude could have one or two sharp 
changes. The methodology presented here, 
based upon the I2t and V2t change with time, 
allows the study of such phenomenon. Also the 
time-voltage and time-current coordination 
could be studied easily by using the proposed 
methodology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The widespread use of distributed generation 
(DG) or distributed resources has created a 
series of new problems, some are closely related 
with the quality of power such as selective 
coordination of overcurrent protection and its 
effects on continuity (service quality), in 
addition to control of the voltage-sag magnitude 
and duration by using overcurrent protective 
devices (PD) considered as included in product 
quality [1, 2]. 

Appliances that are used in domestic circuits as 
well as in industrial and commercial networks 
are considered very sensitive equipment (SE). 
Such electronic devices are severely affected by 

power quality disturbances, ranging from 
equipment malfunction to serious damage. 
Voltage sag is one of the most important power 
quality disturbances; it is responsible for more 
than 75 % of customers’ complaints due to 
short-time power quality events. Data of 
equipment sensitivity to voltage sags is 
normally presented in graphical form, known as 
immunity curves; the most known are CBEMA, 
ITIC, and SEMI F47, shown in Fig. 1 [3, 4]. 
The graphs are time/voltage characteristics 
(TVC) that indicate the border of under-voltage 
at normal operation as a function of time. The 
under-voltage considered is of constant 
magnitude, which is not the general case, 
especially when DG is involved [5].  

As an example, Fig. 1 shows that an equipment 
that fulfils CBEMA supports a voltage sag to 
70% of constant magnitude during 12 cycles, if 
its duration is longer or its magnitude is smaller, 
it will dropout. Without the presence of 
distributed generation, the circuits were fed 
from a single "side" or from an only source. 
Under such conditions the inconstancy in the 
time of the voltage and current was not 
important, since it was seen in the same way by 
both the protected equipment and the protective 
device. The existence of the DG modifies the 
situation since the currents and voltages of the 
protected and protecting devices are now 
different; it becomes necessary to use the 
concept of specific energy in current and 
voltage [6]. 
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Fig. 1, CBEMA, ITIC, and SEMI F47 immunity 
curves. 

SPECIFIC ENERGY CONCEPT 

A. Specific energy of current 

The concept of specific energy was developed 
in the area of the overcurrent protection, where 
the protected equipment (e.g., a transformer) 
and the protective device (e.g., a fuse) possess 
as only “in common  magnitude” the expression 
∫ i2r dt.  

This form represents energy (the amount of heat 
generated in the protected equipment), when r is 
its resistance. Similarly, the form indicates the 
amount of heat in the protective device, when r 
is the device resistance. The two resistances are 
variable with temperature, and both amounts of 
heat can vary differently [2].  

The way to solve this difficulty is to consider to 
the resistances as reference magnitudes, 
expressing the amount of heat based on them, 
for what they are extracted from the integral  
becoming now the expression on ∫ i2 dt, which is 
common so much to the protected equipment as 
to the protecting device. Therefore, if the ∫ i2 dt 
value (or I2t in simplified form) that can cause 
damage to the protected equipment (e.g., 
overcome the maximum increase in temperature 
of the transformer winding) and the one that lets 
through the protecting device (the value that 
takes the fusible element to the melting 
temperature + the necessary temperature to 
extinguish the arc) are known, they can be 
coordinated guaranteeing the protection of the 
equipment by the cited device. 

As mentioned above, the presence of DG 
incorporates a new component to the fault 
current which is added to the one that supplies 
the distribution system. It is usually demanded 
that the DG comes out immediately out of 
service in the event of presence of a 
perturbation in the system, like it is the case of a 
short circuit and the consequent voltage sag. 
The result of this initial combination of two 

sources is that the current through both the 
protected equipment and protecting device is 
not the same, and its effect is different, as can 
be seen in Fig. 2 for the case of SC4 fault. In this 
situation the protective device F4 sees the 
system and DG supplied currents the moment at 
which the circuit breaker CB disconnects the 
DG, leaving only the network contribution. The 
selective coordination between the protective 
devices F1 and F4 and between F2 and F4 is 
studied in different form to the traditional one, 
since their circulating currents are different and 
they can vary in a non-similar way.  

 

Fig. 2, Effect of the DG current contribution. 

The only way to analyze this coordination is 
through the specific energy values (or I2t), 
considering the irreversibility limits, of damage 
and operation [6]. 

B. Specific energy of voltage 

The concept can be extended to the time/ 
voltage graph based on the following analysis. 
The immunity curves of SE divide the 
time/voltage graph into two zones. The area 
above the curves where the deficit of energy 
feeding SE can be absorbed by the energy 
stored in the equipment. The sensitive 
equipment can store energy in several forms as 
kinetic energy, electrostatics, electromagnetic, 
electrochemistry, etc. The area below the curve 
indicates that the energy deficit overcomes the 
energy stored and the SE becomes out of 
service. The CBEMA curve of immunity can be 
represented by an analytical expression of the 
form ∫ v2 dt (simply expressed as V2t), and is 
denoted as “specific energy of voltage”. The 
analytical expression allows to define the 
immunity of a sensitive equipment by means of 
two values that correspond to the V2t integral, 
together with the voltage value for steady state 
operation, i.e., without duration limit (the 
horizontal part of the characteristic curve), 
referred to as “design inherent voltage” (DIV) 
[7].    

From the analysis of Fig. 2, it is concluded that 
the SE see two time/voltage backups that vary 
abruptly when the circuit breaker CB opens, 
disconnecting the DG. The location of the 
sensitive equipment is the most critical from the 
voltage sag viewpoint, since its voltage is at its 

SE 
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minimum when the fault SC4 occurs. If the fault 
SC2 takes place, SE will be without feeding 
when both protective devices located at its right 
and left operate, and would not suffer voltage 
sag but an interruption. The analysis of fault 
SC2 is simple since the SE is supported 
practically by a single source, transferring to a 
single feeding when the protective devices 
operate [6]. 

CONVOLUTED TIME/VOLTAGE CURVE 

In most of the industrial, commercial and some 
domestic applications, complex equipment are 
composed of several devices, each having its 
own immunity time/voltage characteristics, 
which can be fully identified by the V2t and 
DIV values. The operation should be 
satisfactory if each of the devices is operating 
properly, thus the resulting immunity curve is 
above and to the left of the convoluted curve, 
including all individual curves. In this way the 
immunity of an industrial production line, one 
medium voltage feeder, or a shopping center, 
can be easily represented by the convoluted 
time/voltage characteristic curve, as shown in 
Fig. 3, and is identified by the V2t and DIV 
values. The values of these parameters for the 
CBEMA curve are 4,400 %2 cycles and 87 %, 
respectively [4]. 

A hypothetical production line −−−−  mentioned 
here by way of an example −−−− possesses five 
sensitive equipment, with their characteristic 
curves defined in analytical form, such as 
having a numeric control machine tool  (SE1, 
5,000 %2cycle, 93 %), PLC (SE2, 800 %2cycle, 
75 %), dimensional control (SE3, 1,400 
%2cycle, 90 %), automatic lathe (SE4, 800 
%2cycle, 83 %) y thermal treatment (SE5, 260 
%2cycle, 75 %), as shown in Fig. 3. While more 
SE voltage sags are included, the convoluted 
composed curve drifts to a uniform line similar 
to the CBEMA curve. The convoluted TVC 
curve can be similarly represented by applying 
the voltage specific energy concept, which 
allows representing the system immunity by the 
“specific energy” and the “design inherent 
voltage.” For the cited example of a production 
line the resultant convoluted curve is defined by 
(CONV, 1,500 %2cycle, 92 %). 
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Figure 3, Individual (thin lines) and convoluted 
(thick broken line) immunity curves of a 

hypothetical production line. 

If the voltage-sag disturbance, as mentioned 
earlier, is not of constant magnitude, the TVC 
curves and the voltage specific energy concept 
cannot be fully applicable. The solution can be 
found by applying the current specific energy to 
electric system protection, where the protective 
device trips when the value of current specific 
energy for operation is reached. Similarities 
between both concepts allow the consideration 
that SE will drop out when the voltage specific 
energy, stored somewhere, is exhausted. The 
stored energy can be easily calculated from the 
immunity graph. The rate of energy drain allows 
the calculation of the device(s) dropout time, 
irrespectively of the constancy of voltage-sag 
magnitude. The dropout time is an important 
data that allows the coordination of over-current 
and under-voltage protection schemes. 

The coordination between two different areas as 
over-current and under-voltage protection 
schemes becomes a necessity in systems having 
DG, especially when strict regulations are 
enforced by the utility [8, 9]. One of the rules to 
be followed indicates that DG must be 
instantaneously disconnected from the utility 
power system as soon as any voltage sag, deeper 
or longer than the specified values, is presented. 
The meaning of instantaneous disconnection, in 
the real world means the lapse of time that the 
relay needs to detect the perturbation plus the 
important time that takes the switch in opening 
up, for what the DG disconnection will take 
between 40 ms and 100 ms, provided that an 
intended delay has not been incorporated. The 
disconnection signifies that the voltage sag 
presented at SE terminals would not be of 
constant magnitude. Therefore, the rate of 
change of the specific energy drain would 
suddenly change, depending on the protection 
tripping time and the type of generator used in 
the DG. The generator may be synchronous, 
stator-excited asynchronous, or double-fed 
induction; all are able to support the circuit 
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voltage in different ways, supplying over-
current that is widely different from one 
generator type to another.. Also, the semi-rigid 
DG/power system connection can be studied by 
applying the specific energy concept [6].  

Figure 4 shows the voltage and current values as 
a time function which can be produced by a 
fault like SC4 of Fig. 2, considering that the 
fault current is initially 500% of the load current 
and the SE voltage drops to 45%.  

 

Figure 4, Fault current and voltage variation on 
the SE. 

When CB operates disconnecting the DG within 
200 ms, the current now −−−− just fed by the power 
system −−−− decreases to 300% and the voltage to 
25% until the time of 500 ms, moment in which 
the fuse operates clearing the fault current and 
recovering the SE voltage. 

If the semi-rigid DG/power system connection 
shown in Fig. 5 is applied, the time/voltage 
profile has an additional step due to the 
transition from solid to semi-rigid connection, 
thus the specific energy change with time will 
be used to determine SE dropout time [6].  

 

Figure 5, Simplified circuit with semi-rigid 
DG/power system connection. 

Figure 6 below shows the double time/voltage 
variation for a bypass switch operation time of 
40 ms, the CB disconnects within 220 ms (170 
ms after the fault starts) and fuse clears the fault 
within 550 ms (500 ms after the fault starts). 

 

Fig. 6, Voltage variation for semi-rigid 
connection, CB opening and fuse operation. 

If the DG does not support the SE voltage, the 
equipment would experience voltage sag to 25 
% during a time longer than 500 ms due to fault 
current collaboration from the DG. Keeping the 
generator connected the voltage sag would be to 
45 % during a time shorter than 500 ms. If semi-
rigid connection is used a voltage variation, as 
shown in Fig. 6, would be obtained where a 
better condition is reached, supplying the DG 
with some voltage support, without excessive 
fault current collaboration, and allowing voltage 
recovery if the fault is cleared before the time 
needed for DG disconnection. For example if 
the fault is cleared just before the CB operation, 
the voltage deficit improves from 15 % during 
170 ms to 15 % for 40 ms plus 45 % for 130 ms, 
which gives a net benefit of 55% (0.852*170 
compared with 0.852 *40+0.552*130). Fig. 7 
shows the voltage specific energy rate of change 
for two DG-disconnection time instants, 
together with the current specific energy 
detected by the over-current protection.  

The graph has been drawn expressing the 
current and voltage magnitudes in per-unit, 
having the short-circuit current at the point of 
common coupling (PCC) as the base current and 
the rated voltage as the base voltage. From the 
graph, the SE dropout time and over-current 
protection tripping time can be easily 
determined, allowing −−−− in addition −−−− the study 
of the effect of over-current protection response 
on SE [7]. 

 

Fig. 7, Voltage and current specific energies as 
time function. 
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The horizontal arrows indicate the limit values 
of specific energy in current for the fuse 
operation (0.066 pu2s) and the limit of specific 
energy in voltage for the dropout of the 
sensitive equipment (0.205 pu2s).   

The curves of specific energy of current and 
voltage have been traced for two CB different 
opening times. If the circuit breaker opens up 
within 200 ms, the sensitive equipment drops 
out within 420 ms, time during which continues 
circulating the fault current. If the switch opens 
up within 380 ms, the fuse operates within 490 
ms and the SE remains operating, since it would 
drop-out by 530 ms.  It can be concluded that 
this method allows making the protection 
setting in order to avoid SE dropout caused by 
voltage sags. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The behavior of electronic equipment, when 
subjected to non-constant voltage sags, has been 
difficult to analyze thus far. The methodology 
presented in this paper allows the study and 
quantification of such phenomenon. Very useful 
information can be obtained from the 
application of the proposed methodology, which 
should be valuable in the selection and adoption 
of mitigation-device schemes, and for the 
determination of the necessary stored energy 
levels. The information is also applicable to the 
design of electronic equipment sources, e.g., 
filters and DC buses. 
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